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Abstract: To study the effect o f  habitat fragmentation on population viability, I used extinction rates on 
islands in archipelagoes and estimated the relative probability o f  extinction per species on single large 
islands and sets o f  smaller islands with the same total are~ Data on llzard~ bird~ and m am m al s  on oceanic 
islands and m a m m a l s  on mountaintops and in nature reserves yield similar result~ Species are likely to go 
extinct on all the small  islands before they go extinct on the singl~ large islanaL In the short terng the analysis 
indicates that extinction probabilities may be lower on a set o f  small  island~ This is perhaps an artifact due 
to underestimation o f  extinction rates on small  islands and/or the necessity o f  pooling species in a focal  
taxon to obtain estimates o f  extinction rates (which may obscure area thresholds and underestimate the slope 
and curvature o f  extinction rates us a funct ion  o f  area). Ultimately, cumulative extinction probabilities are 
higher f o r  a set o f  small  islands than fo r  single large island~ Mean and median times to extinction tend to 
be shorter in the fragmented system~ in some cases much shorte~. Thug to min imize  extinction rates in 
isolated habitat remnants and nature reserve system~ the degree o f  fragraentation should be miniraizea~ 

Las tasas de extinci6n en archiplelagos: consecuencias para poblaciones en habitats fragmentados 

Resumen:  A f in  de estudiar el efecto de la fragmentaci6n del hdbitat sobre la viabilidad pobiaciona~ utilic~ 
las tasas de extinci6n en islas y e n  archipielagos y estim~ la probabilidad relativa de extincibn por  especie 
en islas grandes individuales y en conjuntos de islas peque~as con la mtsma drea total Los datos sobre 
lagarto~ aves y mamiferos que habitan islas ocednica~ mamiferos que viven en cimas de montatias y e n  
reservas naturales, dan lugar a resultados similare& En td~minos generale~ las especies tienen una mayor 
probabilldad de extinguirse primero en el conjunto de islas p e ~  y luego en la tsla grande. El andlisis 
indica que, a corto plazo, las probabilldades de exttnci6n serian menores para un grupo de islas p e ~  
Esto quizas se deba a la subestimact6n de las tasas de extinci6n en tslas p e q ~  y/o a la necesldad de 
agrupar especies dentro de un mismo tax6n para obtener estimaciones de ias tasas de extinci6n (esto podrla 
ocultar los umbraies de drea~ y subestimar la pendiente y ia curvatura de las tasas de extinci6n como func i6n  
del drea). En ul t ima instancia~ las probabilldades acumulativas de extinci6n son mayores para el conjunto 
de isias peque~as que para las islas individuaies grande~ La media y mediana de los tiempos de extinci6n 
tienden a ser menores en los ststemas fragmentado~ y e n  algunos caso~ estos son mucho mas corto~ Por lo 
tanto, para min imizar  las tasas de extinci6n en los remanentes de hdbitat aislados y e n  ststemas de reservas 
naturaies, se debe min imizar  el grado de fragmentaci6n. 

Introduction 

Habitat fragmentation or populat ion subdivision, either 
anthropogenic or  natural patchiness, affects all species 
to varying degrees  and has b e c o m e  a major concern  in 
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conservation biology. Populations that we  a t tempt  to 
conserve are increasingly isolated in disjunct patches of 
habitat with little or  no dispersal be tween  them. Popu- 
lations in isolated habitat fragments are vulnerable to 
extinction through demographic  stochasticity, environ- 
mental  stochasticity and catastrophes, loss of  genetic 
heterozygosity and rare alleles, edge effects, and human 
d is turbance  (Janzen 1986; G o o d m a n  1987; Shaffer 
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1987; Burkey 1989; Burkey 1993a~ 1993b). Demo- 
graphic stochasticity in finite populations causes popu- 
lations in a set of small remnant patches (fragmented 
system) to be more prone to extinction than popula- 
t ions  in a la rge  r e m n a n t  p a t c h  ( u n f r a g m e n t e d /  
continuous system) with the same total area (Burkey 
1989). Environmental stochasticity and random catas- 
trophes, if they are sufficiently large and spatially uncor- 
related enough, may be able to counteract  the effect of 
demographic stochasticity and may potentially render 
populations in fragmented systems less vulnerable to 
ext inc t ion  than populat ions  in cont inuous  systems 
(Goodman 1987; Burkey 1989). Whether  they do or not  
is an empirical question, the answer to which depends 
on the organism in question, the relative spatial scale of 
the fragments, and the scale and spatial correlation of 
environmental variability. To determine the effect of 
habitat fragmentation on the viability of a focal species, 
we need  to know the probabi l i ty  of  ext inc t ion  in 
patches of different sizes and the correlation structure 
of  d i s tu rbances  and p o p u l a t i o n  dynamics  among  
patches. To obtain this information for vertebrate pop- 
ulations, we need experiments on prohibitively large 
spatial and temporal scales, with replicates of several 
patch sizes. Most prohibitive of these requirements is 
the long time required before extinctions are observed. 
It may be possible to use data from long-term and large- 
scale "natural experiments" on islands to study the ef- 
fect of habitat fragmentation on species' risk of extinc- 
tion over time. 

It can be shown that the probability of extinction 
must decline with area faster than negative exponential 
for fragmentation to increase the probability of  extinc- 
tion (Burkey, in preparation). If the probability of ex- 
tinction by any given time, PE, declines as e -k(area)~ (k is 
some positive constant)  there is no effect of fragmenta- 
tion for x = 1, but  fragmentation increases the risk of 
extinction for x > 1 and decreases the risk of extinction 
for x < 1. Presently, there exists no theory that accu- 
rately predicts how species extinction rates change with 
area. While we have some vague ideas (from some very 
simple models)  of how ext inct ion probabilities de- 
crease with area, we know virtually nothing about how 
extinction probabilities in natural populations change 
with the degree of habitat fragmentation (keeping area 
constant). The moments  of the distribution of extinc- 
tion times as a function of population size are known for 
some stochastic birth-death processes (Bailey 1964; 
Goel & Richter-Dyn 1974), but  unfortunately these do 
not incorporate biologically reasonable forms of density 
dependence. If density dependence  is incorporated in 
these simple models, it is usually in the form of some 
(reflecting) population ceiling. Without density depen- 
dence, there is no effect of fragmentation under demo- 
graphic stochasticity (see Jiirvinen 1982; Burkey 1989); 

realistic density dependence  is essential to understand- 
ing the effects of habitat fragmentation on  population 
viability. Stochastic birth-death processes with density 
dependence typically cannot be solved explicitly, and ff 
anything is known about them usually only the mean 
time to extinction is repor ted (see Goodman 1987; Ga- 
briel & Bfirger 1992; Mangef & Tier 1993). Unfortu- 
nately, to calculate the time to extinction for different 
degrees of  fragmentation, the complete  distribution of 
extinction times ( or the probability of extinction as a func- 
tion of time) is required for populations in different sized 
areas. Consequently, these studies do not report  the time 
to extinction of metapopulations or the probability of ex- 
tinction as a function of  the degree of habitat SUlXh'visiorL 

Species-area curves have been used extensively to dis- 
cuss the relative merits of fragmented and unfragmented 
populations. This pract ice has given rise to a long- 
standing controversy, often referred to as the SLOSS de- 
bate (Single Large Or Several Small reserves). Several 
authors (see Abele & Connor  1979; Higgs & Usher 
1980) have pointed out  that the number  of  species in a 
set of small reserves depends not only on the slope of 
the species-area curves but  also on  the degree of species 
overlap between them, and that island biogeography 
theory (MacArthur & Wilson 1967) is equivocal on this 
issue. Many authors have pointed out  that minimizing 
the risk of extinction for the species present  in a reserve 
at establishment is the more pert inent  goal in conserva- 
tion efforts (see Diamond 1976a;. Terborgh 1976; Whit- 
comb et al. 1976). 

In this study extinction rates on islands of different 
sizes are used to estimate the relative risk of extinction 
for species in continuous and fragmented habitats (re- 
serves). I amass data from the ecological literature on 
extinction rates as a function of area and use them to 
calibrate a model of extinction probabilities as a func- 
tion of time and the degree of  habitat fragmentation. I 
assume that populations in different habitat fragments 
have been completely isolated from one another. To 
incorporate dispersal be tween fragments, much more 
data would be needed---on density dependence  in de- 
mographic rates and dispersal, spatial, and temporal cor- 
relation in population size between populations, and so 
for th--and population trajectories would have to be 
modeled explicitly (see Burkey 1989; Murphy & Noon 
1992). My goal is to see how habitat fragmentation may 
affect the risk of extinction per  species once  fragments 
become completely isolated from one another. For this 
we need a more precise picture of how the probability 
of extinction in isolated habitat remnants changes with 
time and area for different organisms. As populations 
become increasingly isolated on remnant habitat islands 
in a sea of human development,  they may not  have any 
outside source  popula t ions  (Te rb o rg h  1976; Cole 
1981 ). In populations where  this has not  yet  happened, 
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it is important  to understand how they will be  affected 
by isolation and fragmentation (see  Soul6 et al. 1979). 
Furthermore,  understanding the ex t reme  of  complete ly  
insularized reserves should help in understanding the 
effect of fragmentation in less isolated systems. 

The data I have found that fulfill the requirements  of  
isolation and contain the necessary information to esti- 
mate extinct ion rates have been  gathered f rom oceanic 
as well  as terrestrial "islands." I use the terms "fragmen- 
tation," "subdivided population," and "fi 'agmented pop- 
ulation" to refer to a system subdivided wi thout  any loss 
of  area, as opposed  to a continuous populat ion or a 
single large population. That is, I compare  the fate of  
populations on a single large island to that of  popula- 
tions distributed over  a set of  small islands of  the same 
total area. In established usage, habitat fragmentation 
involves bo th  loss of  area and subdivision of  remaining 
habitat, but  because the effects of  reducing area are rel- 
atively well  unders tood I adopt  the above usagemthe  
bet ter  to understand the process  of  extinction in subdi- 
vided populations. The te rm "metapopulat ion" could fa- 
vorably be  applied to such a subdivided population. 
"Metapopulation," however, is often defined as "a set of  
local populations which  interact via individuals moving 
among populat ions"  (Hanski  & Gilpin 1991), and I 
avoid the t e rm because I generally assume that there is 
no dispersal be tween  fragments. In reality, populations 
exhibit  patchiness a s  multiple spatial scales, with dis- 
persal be tween  patches a cont inuum from comple te  iso- 
lation to panmixia- Consequently, every population can 
be regarded as a metapopulat ion to some extent,  with 
some level of  subdivision affecting its viability---perhaps 
at multiple scales. This complexi ty  does not fundamen- 
tally alter the nature of  the problem. I refer to habitat 
patches or  fragments as islands or  reserves and to sets of  
small habitat pa tches  as archipelagoes. 

Materials and Methods 
Extinction Pates in Archipelagoes 

No published field studies repor t  extinction rates of  a 
focal species across a range of  island sizes. Some prog- 
ress may be  made if one is willing to substitute replicate 
species within a higher taxon for replicate populations 
within a species by pooling species within that taxon as 

if they are equal with respect  to ext inct ion proneness.  
Still, very few studies repor t  extinct ion rates of species 
on archipelagoes or  contain the information needed to 
estimate extinction rates or  ext inct ion probabilities as a 
function of area. Many studies have been  made of  the 
number  of  species on islands, and species-area curves 
can be found for numerous  archipelagoes. To glean ex- 
tinction rates f rom these studies, however,  one  must  
know (1 )  the number  of  species at at least two different 
times; (2 )  the number  of  colonizations of  new species, 
recolonizations, and speciation events in situ; and ( 3 )  
the t ime be tween  censuses (o r  since isolation). To be 
useful for my purposes,  the number  of  islands and their  
range of sizes must  be  adequate, wi th  sufficient repre- 
sentation at different spatial scales, and the amount  of  
dispersal among islands and be tween  islands and any 
mainland source must  be  negligible. The data sets that 
fulfill these requirements  are listed in Table 1. 

Small mammals  have gone extinct  at different rates on  
mountaintops of  the Great  Basin where  they became 
isolated after  the  Ple is tocene,  w h e n  pif ion- juniper  
woodlands were  continuously distributed across the ba- 
sin. "A mountain range was considered an island if it 
contained at least one peak higher than 10,000 feet  
[about 3120 m] and was isolated f rom all o ther  highland 
areas by a valley at least five miles across [8 km] be low 
an elevation of 7500 feet [2300 m]. This altitude corre- 
sponds approximately to the lower border  of  montane  
pifion-juniper woodland" (Brown 1971). Brown shows 
that the percent  of  faunal saturation is not  significantly 
correlated with distance from the "mainland" ( the  Si- 
erra Nevada or Rocky mountains).  He also shows that 
the highest peak, nearest  mainland, nearest  island, and 
highest pass do not  contr ibute significantly to a stepwise 
linear regression against the number  of  species inhabit- 
ing the islands, and he concludes that the rate of  immi- 
gration of boreal  mammals  is effectively zero. Therefore, 
the assumption of independence within the archipelago 
is probably not violated, and estimates of extinct ion 
rates are not  confounded by dispersal from outside. I as- 
sume that all mountaintops housed the full set of  13 mam- 
malian species at the t ime of isolation 8000 years ago. 

The Channel Islands off southern California lie at dis- 
tances varying from 8 to 61 miles f rom the mainland. 
Diamond (1969)  documented  both  the number  of  ex- 

Table 1. Geographic location, taxon, time span, and reference for the data sets from which extinction rates as a function of area 
were extracted. 

I I II 

Location Taxon Time Span Source 

Montane Islands, Great Basin 
Channel Islands, California 
Greater Buidda, Solomon Islands 
North American National Parks 
Gulf of California Islands 

boreal mammals 
land and freshwater birds 
land-bridge relict birds 
mammals 
lizards 

post-Pleistocene 
1917-1968 
post-Pleistocene 
1898-1983 
post-Pleistocene 

Brown 1971 
Diamond 1969 
Diamond 1984 
Newmark 1987 
Richman et al. 1988 
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t inctions and the  n u m b e r  of  immigrat ions be tween  
1917 and 1968, so extinction rates can be calculated 
f rom the n u m b e r  of  ext inct ions among the species 
present  in 1917. Turnover  rates varied inversely with 
species diversities (which is correlated with island size), 
with no apparent  effect of  distance from the mainland or 
other  islands. 

The present-day Solomon Islands were  joined into a 
single island, "Greater  Buldda," in the Pleistocene. Ex- 
tinction rates of  land-bridge relict birds on the Solomon 
Islands were  calculated f rom the repor ted  number  of  
relict species (ou t  of  13) and the 10,000 years since 
isolation by rising sea-level. "These species are evidently 
unable . . .  or unwilling . . .  to cross water  gaps" (Dia- 
mond 1984). I used data only f rom islands larger than 
one square ki lometer  because none of the 11 islands 
smaller than that had any land-bridge relict birds surviv- 
ing. Three of  the four smallest islands larger than one 
square kilometer also had no relict bird species left, and 
they were  not  used either. Because it was not known 
when  they lost their last species, extinction rates could 
not be  estimated (and because in(0)  is undefined [see 
equation 1 ] they could not be  estimated even if the t ime 
had been known m wi t hou t  a linear approximation that 
also underestimates rates on small islands). Excluding 
the small islands, wi th  the highest ext inct ion rates, 
causes underest imat ion of the detr imental  effects of  
habitat fragmentation on species viability. 

Newmark  (1987)  reports  the number  of  extinct  spe- 
cies in the orders Lagomorpha, Carnivora, and Artiodac- 
tyla for 14 North American national parks located in the 
Rocky Mountains, Sieta~ Cascades, and Colorado Pla- 
teau. I calculated extinct ion rates f rom the number  of 
mammalian species found historically, less the number  
of  extinctions pr ior  to park establishment, the number  
of  post-establishment natural extinctions, and the time 
since park establishment. Newmark  states that post- 
establishment loss of species is most  probably attribut- 
able to "short-term insularization effects." 

The islands off Baja, California, differ in t ime since 
isolation from the mainland from 6000 to 12,500 years. 
Wilcox (1978)  showed that the number  of  extinctions 
per  island increases with the t ime since the land-bridge 
was severed. The islands are far apart from each other  
but relatively close to the mainland. Thus, lizard popu- 
lations on different islands are probably independent,  
but, on the post-Pleistocene t ime scale, recolonization 
from the mainiand may cause an underest imation of ex- 
tinction rates on small islands and consequently of  the 
effect of  fragmentation. Such dispersal has not been  
demonstrated,  however,  so I did not  exclude these data. 
Following Richman et al. (1988),  data from Tibur6n and 
Cedros islands were  not used, due to the impact of hu- 
man sett lement and of rats, goats, and burros on these 
islands. 

l~meedure 

I assumed that all species within an archipelago can be 
treated as equal, so that the rate of  extinction from a 
conglomera te  of  species in the communi ty  may be  
treated as representative of  the extinction rate for a 
hypothetical species. The rate of  extinction per  species 
can then be estimated for each island as 

f ,  _ I n ( S o / S , )  (1) 
t ' 

where  S o is the number  of  species present  at the first 
census (at  isolation or park establishment),  St is the 
number  of  species present  in the second census, and t is 
the number  of  years be tween  censuses. The shape of the 
extinction rate as a function of area, k(A), determines  
the relative viability of  subdivided and continuous pop,  
ulations. The absolute magnitudes of  the ext inct ion 
rates are not critical. 

I rejgress k against island area, A, and use the regres- 
sion, k(A), to calculate the probabili ty of  extinction as a 
function of t ime and degree of fragmentation. For each 
data set, the regression was chosen that explained the 
largest proport ion of the variance----clmt bad the highest 
R2--among a linear, an exponential,  or  a logarithmic 
regression. Where  this p roduced  a bet ter  fit, areas were  
log-transformed following conversion to a metric  unit in 
which all values were  greater than unity. 

Assuming that the extinction rate per  species for a 
given island is constant through t ime or that it varies so 
that the cumulat ive  ext inct ion rate  over  the inter- 
census period is representative, extinction can be mod- 
eled as a Poisson process, and the probabili ty of  extinc- 
tion per  species by t ime t is 

P~ = 1 - e x p [ - k ( A ) t ] .  (2) 

I assumed that the fate of a populat ion (its probabili ty 
of  ext inct ion) of  any given species on an island is inde- 
pendent  of  the fate of  conspecitic populations on any 
other islands in the archipelago. Thus, the probabili ty 
that all conspecific populations in a set of  islands of a 
given size go extinct is the produc t  of  the extinction 
probability for each island. This assumption relies pri- 
marily on the lack of dispersal and recolonization f rom 
adjacent islands and on a relatively small spatial scale for 
any important disturbances. The probabili ty that n pop.  
ulations on i islands of  individual size A/n are all extinct  
by time t is 

P~,n = (1 - exp[ - ~(A/n)t])". (3) 

Because I could not make all possible comparisons of  
different degrees of  fragmentation at all spatial scales, I 
compared  the estimated extinction probabili ty of  the 
largest island in each data set with the estimated extinc- 
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tion probability of five areas, each one-fifth the size of 
the large island. This experimental design was chosen a 
priori. 

Because the cumulative probability of extinction by 
time t for a system of n areas is as stated in equation 3, 
the probability density function of time to extinction is 

d ~ n  
P t a -  d t  - 

k(A/n)n exp[ =- k(A/n)t] ( 1 - exp[ - k(A/n)t]) n-  ], 
(4) 

and the mean time to extinction for a system of n islands 
of size A/n is 

r~,n = J 0  tp~'n d t  = 

f l -1  

k ( A / n ) ( n  - k)  2" (5) 
k=O 

I calculated T,, n for all n from one to twenty, and A = 
AL, where  A L is t h e  area of  the largest island in each 
archipelago. This range was chosen a priori and keeps 
t h e  area AL /n  w i t h i n  t h e  range of  the island sizes in the 
archipelagoes from which k(A) was estimated. 

S e t t i n g P t ,  n = 0.5 in equation 3 and solving for g the 
median time to extinction is 

--In(1 - -  ~ )  
m~n = (6) 

k ( A / n )  

Other percentiles can be obtained by substituting the 
appropriate proport ion for 0.5. They can also be read 
directly from figures of  P~,n versus t 

Because extinction rates were estimated from a com- 
mon pool of all species in the focal taxon in the island, 
I interpreted the extinction probabilities and extinction 
times estimated as applying to some hypothetical aver- 
age species. This washes out individual species thresh- 
olds in area requirements and means that quantitative 
information is not accurate for any particular species. 
Median times to extinction are best interpreted as the 
expected time til 50% of the species on the island have 
gone extinct. Extinction-prone species will have much 
lower persistence and much higher rates of  extinction 
than the hypothetical "Chimera" and will probably be 
much more negatively affected by habitat fragmenta- 
tion. For this and other reasons discussed below, the 
present analysis yields conservative estimates of frag- 
mentation effects. 

Results 
Extinction rates per  species decreases with increasing 
island area (Fig. 1). Simple, monotonically decreasing 
linear, exponential, or logarithmic regressions against 

area explain 52-96% of the variation in extinction rates ^ 
per species. These relationships are the k(A) used to 
estimate the effect of  population subdivision on the risk 
of extinction. 

The mean time to extinction for all the focal species 
on an island of  areaA can be estimated from the present 
data sets. If extinction is a Poisson process, the mean 
time to extinction is l/k(A). Estimated mean time to 
extinction for single-island populations is shown in Fig- 
ure 2. All sets indicate that the mean time to extinction 
increases with area. The exact pattern in which T E in- 
creases with area appears to vary among taxa, geo- 
graphic locations, and spatial scales. 

Figure 3 shows the cumulative probability of extinc- 
tion as a function of time for a single island (equal to the 
largest island in the respective archipelago) and for a set 
of five small islands (each one-fifth the area of  the large 
island). The estimated median time to extinction was 
shorter in a set of five small islands than in a single large 
island for all data sets except  that for the study by Rich. 
man et al. (lizards islands in the Gulf of California), 
where it was marginally longer. 

Figure 4 shows the estimated mean time to extinction 
for an area divided into n = 1 to 20 fragments, based on 
equation 5. The mean time to extinction was shorter in 
a set of five small islands than in a single large island for 
all data sets. In all cases, the difference was large. In all 
data sets, an unfragmented large area had greater mean 
time to extinction than sets of any n ~< 20. Because 
extinction times in Figures 2 and 4 in effect are the 
mean times to extinction for all species on the islands, 
the relevant temporal scales for the most extinction- 
prone species (which we are most concerned about)  
are much shorter than the scales of the ordinate axes 
may suggest. 

The best-fit regression for the mammals of  U.S. and 
Canadian national parks went  into negative extinction 
rates at approximately 12,0OO km 2, which is smaller 
than the largest reserve system at 20,736 km 2 (see Fig. 
1). Consequently, with this data set the area of the sec- 
ond largest park (10,328 km 2) was used as the basis for 
calculations in Figure 4 using the regression shown in 
Figure 1; in Figure 3 the calculations were  based on the 
area of the largest park, using an exponential function 
(k(A) = 0.0025 * lo-O'OOOl9A, R 2 = 0.50) that does not 

return negative extinction rates. The two treatments 
gave qualitatively similar results. 

The mean time to extinction is greater than the me- 
dian because distributions of  times to extinction are 
bounded at zero but not above. The difference is great- 
est for single large islands because their curves for P, 
as a function of  time are less steep ( the exponents--- 
in equation 3---are one rather than some larger inte- 
ger). It is the nature of equation 3 that, for n greater 
than one, the cumulative probability of extinction is 
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Figure 1. Simple regressions o f  extinction rates per species against area for  mammals  on mountaintops in the 
Great Basin (Brown 1971), land and freshwater birds on the Channel Islands o f  California (Diamond 1969), 
iand-bridge relict birds on the Solomon Islands (Diamond 1984), mammals  in U.S. and Canadian national 
parks (Newmark 1987), and lizards on islands in the Gulf  of  California (Richman et aL 1988). In each case 
the simple linear, exponentia~ or logarithmic function that explained the greatest portion o f  the variation in 
the data (with or without  log-transforming the island area) was selected as the estimate o f  the area dependent 
extinction rat~ k(A). k(a)  is later used to calculate the cumulative probability o f  extinction as a funct ion o f  
time and degree o f  fragmentation (P~,n; Fig. 3) and the mean time to extinction as a funct ion o f  the degree o f  
fragmentation (T~,n; Fig. 4). 
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Figure 2. Mean time to extinctiorg T t ,  1 = 1/~(A), as a func t ion  of area for a single island, for mammals  o n  
mountaintops in the Great Basin (Brown 1971), land and freshwater birds on the Channel Islands o f  Califor- 
nia (Diamond 1969), land.bridge relict birds on the Solomon Islands (Diamond 1984), mammals  in U.S. and 
Canadian national parks (Newtruwk 1987), and lizards on islands in the Gulf  o f  California (Richman et aL 
1988). Assuming that populat ion size scales linearly with areag the mean time to extinction should increase 
exponentially with area i f  extinction is caused primarily by demographic stochastictty, linearly i f  environmen- 
tal stochasticity is responsibl~ and hyperbolically i f  catastrophic events are responsible The regressions are not 
shown for  quantitative reasons, but  merely to guide the eye (but  see figures in Shaffer 1987 and Lande 1993). 
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North Amer ican  nat ional  p a r l ~  the regression k (A)  = 0.0025 * 10 -°'°°°zga (R 2 = 0.50) was  usea~ a n d  calcula- 
tions were based on  the area o f  the largest p a r k  (20, 736 kin2; see m a i n  text). The pos i t ion ing  o f  graphs corm- 
sponds to the same  in Figures 1 and  2. 

relatively fiat initially and then steeper the greater the 
value of  rL For greater values of n~ the initial flat region 
is longer. For n = 1 there is no initial flat region-- the  
probability of extinction with respect  to time is not 

sigmoidal in the unfragmented case. In all data sets. the 
estimated probability of extinction in fragmented sys- 
tems was lower in the short term but  greater in the long 
term than in less fragmented systems. 
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Discussion 

My results support the assumption of MacArthur and 
Wilson (1967)  that extinction rates decrease with in- 
creasing island area (Fig. 1). Consequently, the mean 
time to extinction increases with island area (Fig. 2). 
Several models predict  that, where demographic sto- 
chasticity is the causal agent in extinction, the mean 
time to extinction should increase exponentially with 
area (see MacArthur & Wilson 1967; Goodman 1987). If 

environmental stochasticity or catastrophes are respon- 
sible, the mean time to extinction should increase less 
rapidly than exponentially with area (linearly or hyper- 
bolically, respectively [Shaffer 1987]). Habitat fragmen- 
tation is most likely to increase the probability of ex- 
t inct ion if the mean t ime to ex t inc t ion  increases 
exponentially with area, but the complete distribution 
of extinction times is needed to determine the outcome 
in any given case. While some of the mean extinction 
times in Figure 2 seem to increase exponentially, some 
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linearly and some hyperbolically with area, I make no 
claims about  these shapes or  their relevance here. 

All five data sets (Fig. 4)  yielded longer mean persis- 
tence times for unfragraented populations than for frag- 
mented populations (n  = 1 versus n = 2-20) .  Four of 
five data sets yielded longer median persistence times 
for a single large population than for one fragmented 
into five subpopulations (Fig. 3). The one data set in 
which a continuous populat ion had a shorter  estimated 
median persistence t ime than a set of  five subpopula- 
tions (data of  Richman et al. for lizards on islands of  Baja 
California) is the case in which the difference be tween 
medians had the smallest magnitude. This negative ef- 
fect of fragmentation on persistence t ime matches the 
strong effect of fragmentation observed in compute r  
simulations of  populations under  demographic  stochas- 
ticity (Burkey 1989; 1995a)  and in numerical solutions 
of  density-dependent stochastic birth-death processes 
(Burkey 1995a). 

Temporal and Spatial-Scale Dependence 

The probabili ty of  overall extinction in a set of  n frag- 
~ ments  is P, = ( 1 - exp(  - k(A/n)t ))n, which is sigmoi- 
dal with t for n > 1 but  hyperbolic for n -- 1 (see Fig. 
3). Thus, whenever  the extinction probability in the 
single large reserve is low (large spatial scale and/or 
short t ime scale relative to the life-history of the organ- 
isms in question), the extinction probabili ty in an archi- 
pelago of n smaller islands is the n th power  of some 
relatively small number  (unless k(A) is very steep),  
which will be  very small if n is large. This strictly nu- 
merical forcing is powerful  enough to cause the tempo- 
ral-scale dependence  observed in Figure 3. As long as 
the risk of  extinction is low, a subdivided population is 
apparently favored; continuous populations become  fa- 
vored as the risk of  extinct ion increases. Without incor- 
porat ing biological mechanisms that this p rocedure  
ignores, we  may expec t  fragmentation to reduce extinc- 
tion probabilities in the short  te rm and to increase them 
in the long term, relative to the relevant spatial scale for 
the organism. Hence, a short- term exper iment  may be 
likely to indicate that f ragmented populations survive 
longer than unfiragmented populations. The probability 
of extinction must  decline with area faster than negative 
exponential  for fragmentation to increase the probabil- 
ity of  extinction at any given t ime scale (Burkey 1995a). 

It is possible that whe ther  or  not a single large reserve 
is a bet ter  safeguard against extinction than several re- 
serves of  equivalent size depends entirely upon the rel- 
ative spatial and temporal  scales. Certainly, if the tem- 
poral scale is too small relative to the spatial scale of  a 
study, no populations will go extinct  regardless of the 
degree of fragmentation, and no differences will be  de- 
tected. Similarly, if the temporal  scale is too large, all 
populations will be  extinct  and no t reatment  effect can 

be detected. I believe, however,  that the apparent  short- 
te rm advantage to subdivided populat ions obse rved  
(Fig 3) is primarily an artifact of  the procedure  used, 
especially the pooling of species in higher taxa in order  
to obtain estimates of  extinction rates. There  is no evi- 
dence of such scale dependence  in demographic  sto- 
chasticity models (Burkey 1989; 1995a),  nor  in the sin- 
gle published exper iment  (Forney & Gilpin 1989, on 
laboratory populations of Drosophila melanogaster ) or 
in laboratory communi t ies  of  bacteria and p ro tozoa  
(Burkey 1995a). 

When population trajectories of  a focal species are 
modeled explicitly, with demographic  stochasticity and 
density dependence,  the short- term advantage to frag- 
mented  systems is not observed. If the observed scale 
dependence  were  due to the tradeoff be tween  demo- 
graphic stochasticity (favoring single large islands) and 
spatially uncorrelated environmental  stochasticity (fa- 
voring several small islands), one would  think that the 
observed relationship would be  reversed (favoring a sin- 
gle large island in the short  te rm and several small is- 
lands in the long te rm [see Goodman 1987]). The slopes 
and curvatures of  PE as a function of  area are most  likely 
underest imated because small islands have more  extinc- 
tions and therefore more  extinctions that are missed by 
the observer. The true functions, k(A), are s teeper  than 
the estimates presented,  here  and would favor single 
large islands more  strongly than my results suggest. In 
addition, individual species  p robab ly  have  s t eepe r  
(more  curved)  extinction probabilities against area than 
a conglomerate of pooled species with different area 
requirements  and population densities (Diamond 1978, 
1984; Terborgh & Winter 1980; see Fig. 5). Hence, I 
would not trust the apparent  short- term advantage to 
fragmented systems until it has been  corroborated in 
other analyses. 

Extinction rates for lizards are an order  of  magnitude 
lower than for birds on Neotropical islands and mam- 
mals on western  North American mountaintops (Dia- 
mond  1984). This may cause the apparent  short- term 
advantage to fragmented systems to last even longer in 
the analysis based on the lizard data (see  Fig. 3). That 
may help to explain why  the lizards on islands in the 
Gulf of  California are the only group in which the esti- 
mated median t ime to extinction is longer for a set of  
five fragments than for a single large island. Together  
with that for the birds of the Channel Islands, it is also 
the data set most  likely to have underest imated extinc- 
t ion rates due to dispersal f rom the mainland. It is 
reasonable to expec t  that the species that are least vul- 
nerable to extinction will be  the least affected by frag- 
mentation. Furthermore,  Richman et  al. (1988)  used a 
species-area curve for the present-day mainland to esti- 
mate the number  of species present  on the islands at the 
t ime of isolation, based on their current  are~_ These 
estimates are likely to be  low because each island prob- 
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Figure 5. Distribution o f  flightless mammals on islands o f  the Bass Strait as a function o f  island area (adapted 
from Diamond 1984). This pattern was produced by differential extinction following isolation from the Aus- 
tratian mainland in the late Pleistocene (Diamond 1984). There is fossil evidence for  the past existence o f  al- 
most all modern Tasmanian species on s m i l e r  islands where they are now absent (see Hope 1973). The two 
species on the bottom line have disappeared from all the islands and now persist only on the Australian main- 
land, ~The group second from the bottom also includes Dasyurus viverrinus (quoll), Thylacinus cynocephalus 
(Tasmanlan ,wolf" present until at least 1930), Mastacomys fuscus (broad.toothed rat) and Pseudomys higginsi 
(long.tailed rat), Parameles gunnii ( b rown  bandtcoot), Betogia gaimardi: (eastern bettong), and Anthechinus 
swainsonii (broad-footed marsupial "'mouse"), which all survived only on the largest islar~ Tasmania (data 
from Hope 1973). 

ably sampled species f rom large tracts of  land as animals 
moved  to higher ground in response to the rising sea 
level. Consequently,  the number  of  lizards that have 
gone extinct  on  the smaller islands may be  greatly un- 
d e r e s t i m a t e d - a n o t h e r  reason why. the detrimental  ef- 
fect of  habitat fragmentat ion may be underestimated, 
particularly for the lizards. 

Quinn and Hastings (1987)  est imated extinction rates 
in archipelagoes to study extinct ion in subdivided hab- 
itats, but  they used a different me thod  and different data 
sets than I did and they reached a different conclusion. 
They assumed that T~ for a single populat ion increases 
as the natural log of  the populat ion s ize- -which  may or 
may not  be  t rue (Fig. 2; see also Goodman  1987)---to 
obtain an approximate  expression for Tt for a set of  n 
reserves; they used two data sets wi th  too few points for 
my regression-based me thod  (n  = 6); they used data 
from Nilsson and Nilsson (1982)  that were  taken on a 
prohibitively small spatial scale (at  which  there was no 
relationship be tween  ext inct ion rate and area, and the 
only correlate  of  extinct ion risk was the propor t ion  of 
populat ions consisting of  a single individual); and they 
used data f rom Diamond (1984)  for birds on Northern 
European  islands and f rom Viiisiinen and Ji irvinen 
(1977)  on wading birds on the Krunnit islands in the 
Gulf of  Bothnia, which  are too panmict ic  to yield good 
estimates of ext inct ion rates. Many of the species in 

Diamond's data, and all of  Viiisiinen and Jiirvinen's spe- 
cies, are migratory birds with ex t reme  dispersal abili- 
ties. In the data from Finland there was frequent  recol- 
onization by extinct  species. Quinn and Hastings (1987)  
unfortunately used a column of" turnover ,"  compi led  by 
Vfi is~en and Jiirvinen (1977) ,  directly, which  are not 
per-species extinction rates ( they are turnover  rates, 
unweighted averages and not  per  species). Their  com- 
parison of population persistence in fragmented and un- 
f ragmented systems was based exclusively on mean  
times to extinction, which, as they pointed  out, was a 
bad metric  for their purpose. They concluded that there 
is "no uniform tendency for the hypothetical  expec ted  
t ime to extinction either to increase or  decrease with 
size versus number  of  islands." I believe that the data 
presented here  are more  appropriate  for such a test, that 
my procedure  is more  powerful,  and that it is a useful 
way to extract  what  little information is available to 
study the effects of fragmentation on extinct ion risk. 

Even in the data sets presented here, using my  pro- 
cedure, the relationship be tween  mean t ime to extinc- 
tion for fragmented and unfragmented systems is differ- 
ent at spatial scales other  than the one chosen (a priori)  
for Figure 4. For the mammals  on Great  Basin mountain- 
tops (Brown 1971), for instance, dividing a 2000-km 2 
area in fifths increases the risk of  extinction, but  divid- 
ing a 200-km 2 area in fifths appears to reduce  the risk of  
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extinction. For birds of  the Solomon Islands (Diamond 
1984), dividing an island smaller than about 2900 km 2 
into fifths reduces the extinction risk per  species, but  
f ragmentat ion of islands grea ter  than 2900 km 2 in- 
creases extinction risk. This scale dependence  is some- 
what  counterintuitive and may also be  an artifact of  the 
p^rocedure. Although the fits were  uniformly good, some 
k(A) functions (Fig. 1 ) seemed not  to be  steep enough 
at small spatial scales---in other  words, the type of func- 
tions used were  not  sufficiently curved. If the regres- 
sions for extinction rate versus area were  steeper, both  
the potential  temporal  and spatial-scale dependences  
would be less pronounced.  If the spatial scale depen- 
dence is not an artifact, it may be related to the spatial 
scale and temporal  scale of  disturbance events. More 
work  is required to develop mechanistic models that 
yield realistic functions for k(A) and to gather the data 
needed to calibrate the present  model  with extinction 
rates for individual species. 

The same potential  artifact may be  responsible for the 
flattening out  of  the mean t ime to extinction as a func- 
tion of r~ seen in Figure 4. As n increases it takes longer 
and longer for Pt as a function of t ime to start its incline, 
and the incline gets ever  s t eepe rmPt  becomes  increas- 
ingly like a step function (see  equation 3). Variance in 
the t ime to extinction is reduced. For ex t reme values of  
r~ the incline may be pos tponed  long enough that the 
mean time to extinction increases. Biological mecha- 
nisms that the present  p rocedure  does not  capture, 
however,  probably vastly increases k at such ex t reme 
degrees of fragmentation, so that this increase does not 
actually occur. Hence it would probably be a bet ter  test 
to take a large range of areas and divide them all in half 
or fifths than to take one area and divide it into as much  
as twentieths. The increase in mean t ime to extinction 
from intermediate  to high degrees  of  fragmentation, 
seen in some data sets (Fig. 4 land and freshwater 
birds on the Channel islands and lizards on Baja Califor- 
nia islands), is associated with the least difference in 
median extinct ion times (Fig. 3). They are also the data 
sets most  likely to lead to underest imation of extinction 
rates on small islands, due to possible dispersal from the 
mainland. The same upturn in T~ for large n occurred  
when  the spatial scale for the switch in the aforemen- 
tioned spatial-scale dependence  was approached. When 
the switch occurrs,  it comes  first to the most  frag- 
mented  systems. 

One reason why Quinn and Hastings (1987)  found no 
relationship be tween  T~ and n is that they considered 
values of n as high as 106. Even for values around 20, the 
cumulative probabili ty of  extinction as a function of 
t ime is so highly curved that it resembles a step func- 
tion, and the location of the step approaches a limit. 
Biological effects probably render  such high levels of  
fragmentation inappropriate for their method  and mine. 
Reserves less than 1/2o the size of  a single large reserve 

will likely house different species than the large reserve 
does, and other  processes will be  important.  Such bio- 
logical differences are not  captured by my approach or 
theirs. Therefore, I caution against the p remature  inter- 
pretation that the flat sections of  graphs in Figure 4 
indicate that some degree of  fragmentation may have 
little effect on particular spatial scales, To gain confi- 
dence in the results and to alleviate this fear of  artifacts, 
I hope  that more  data sets become  available in which 
the effect of habitat fragmentation can be explored fur- 
ther using the present  p rocedure  and refinements of 
i tmpreferably for individual focal species. In retrospect,  
the a priori decision t o  compare  a single large island 
with five small islands may have been suboptimal, but  to 
do otherwise with knowledge of the data would  be  data 
dredging and would invalidate the test. 

If  the temporal  scale dependence  observed proves  
not to be  an artifact, p roposed  definitions of  viability 
may have some unfortunate consequences.  These defi- 
nitions define viability in terms of some ( l ow)  probabil- 
ity of extinction within some arbitrary ( shor t )  t ime pe- 
r iod and t end  to take the  fo rm "95% c h a n c e  of  
persistence for 100 years" or  "99% chance of  persis- 
tence for 1000 years" (Shaffer 1981, 1987; Soul6 1987). 
These definitions might lead us to opt  for a conservation 
s t ra tegymmul t ip le  small reserves---that may minimize 
the probability of  extinction in the short  te rm while 
maximizing it in the long te rm (Fig, 3). 

Discussion of the Procedure and Its Assumptions 

The conclusions of  this study rest on the fit of  simple 
equations to data. The p rocedure  chosen was to fit lin- 
ear, exponential, or  logarithmic functions of  area and of 
the logarithm of area and always to choose the regres- 
sion with the highest R 2 value. This p rocedure  gives a 
battery of functions with much  flexibility that can be 
trusted to decrease monotonical ly wi th  area. Some ob- 
v ious  a l t e rna t ives  are func t ions  such  as k (A)  = 
e x p [ - c A " ] ,  w h e r e  x is some  integer ,  o r  k (A)  = 
e x p [ - c o  - ciA - c2 A2 - . . .  -c~An]. These were  
rejected because the first trades off steepness for smallA 
against steepness for large A, and the second does not  
necessarily change monotonically with area. 

Some of my assumptions are demonstrably false, no- 
tably the assumption that all species on the islands in 
question have equivalent extinction rates (see Diamond 
1976~ 1976/7; Terborgh 1976; Diamond 1984). That 
assumption may be expressed less stringently by assum- 
ing that species can be pooled to yield a meaningful 
composi te  estimate of extinction rates, or  of  a represen- 
tative shape for extinction rates as a function of area. 
The procedure  underest imates the rate of  extinction 
and the effect of  fragmentation on focal species because 
the extinction rates per  species were  est imated f rom a 
mean of many species, both  extinction prone  and ex- 
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t inction resistant. The species that do go extinct  tend to 
be  the same on  all islands (Diamond 1976, 1984; Ter- 
bor~h. & Winter  1980; Patterson 1987; Fig, 5). PA~tirtc. 
tica-groae ~Jecics zrc O~tc ones  cott~erv~e~aa biot<~l~ 
a r t  ~ ~ ?  concerne6  ~#Rn ~mmtm6 ~9"~;  ~e~- 
bc S / 9 7 6 ) .  These ~ @3 ex~xtct ~¢¢r  m d  be  more  
affected by fragmentat ion than my  analysis suggests. 

For some species, incidence functions wi th  s teep 
thresholds have been  identified (Diamond 1976b; Dia- 
mond  & Marshall 1977; Diamond 1978), indicating par- 
tkcuhm s ~ a h  scahes a't - v ~ e n  Ma~ntmxa'hon ~hhh Ma,  e 
drastic and detr imental  consequences  for the popnla- 
tirDr~"]Me comJ~oS~e cXimebonqxmchons ~ M o m  
m y  regressions m a r  b e  ~ess steep than such fxmcr~oas 

gress ions  u sed  w e r e  no t  s t eep  e n o u g h  or  c u r v e d  
enough, especially at small spatial scales, to capture the 
variation in the ext inct ion rate data (see  Fig. 1 ). Conse- 
quently, the detr imental  effects of  fragmentation were  
ptrdo~t .v  unhe reShma teh 'mk im Sm .hv.~ '~  ~lso oosdi~te 
that extinctions are more  frequent  immediately after 
isolation, tapering off wi th  time. This would  affect small 
islands more .  once  ag, M a  contr ibut ing to atl ttaderesti- 
mation of the detr imental  effects of  habitat fragmenta- 
t ion. 

Because the p rocedure  rests heavily on the assump- 
t ion o~ ~n6ej)en6ence ~oexween ~an6s, an~ rep~esema- 
tiv'e e $ ~ n ~ o n  o~ cx~zc~ton m r s  across ZCtanb~ o~ ~ -  
ferent sizes, the p rocedure  can be  used only where  
dispersal is negl ig ible--both  be tween  islands and be- 
tween islands and any mainland source. The studies re- 
por ted  here  are of  taxa and sites with quite limited dis- 
p~rsa~ ~o~ WlficM'~aal "~s ts~o~a~s~y ~2me, o~ ~er~ near~y so. 
Several of  the authors repor t  that dispersal or  distance 
to adjacent islands and mainland source pools had no 
d~xecLa~e e~ecx on e x ~ c ~ o n  razes. ~ ence ,  ~ e  ex~nc- 
tion of  a conspecific populat ion on one island should 

o n  ad)acent islands. I have  excluded data f rom taxa with 
great dispersal abilities, such as migratory birds, or  data 
w h ~  tx~tm~'t~o~'ra~.~-~e f ~ t o  be cortelaXt:6~-ixt~ 
distance f rom a mainland source. If there were  dispersal 
from an outside source, extinctions would  be  missed 
be tween  censuses, or  they would  not  occur  when  they 
might have. Small islands have more  extinctions than 
large islands, so ext inct ion rates would  be dispropor- 
tionately underest imated on small islands. Populations 
that w e  a t tempt  to conserve  now and in the future may 
not have any mainland source populations, and the rel- 
evance o~ results ~rom arcl~pck~gocs ~ ourak~c re- 
colonization may be reduced  (Terborgh  1976; Cole 
1981). 

Large-scale disturbances and spatially correlated en- 
vironmental  variability (stochast ici ty)  may also intro- 
duce dependence  be tween  habitat fragments. If extinc- 
tions in different fragments are partially correlated due 

to large-scale environmental  correlation, and not  inde- 
pendent  as my  analysis assumes, persis tence in frag- 
mented  systems will be ~*Axer reduced. 

The multiple assumptions required to  extract  informa- 
tion f rom existing data are certainly cause for caution 
against over-interpretation of  this study. Unfortunately, 
this is perhaps the best  w e  can do in te rms of  field 
haaa~anb  new baxa on ~Ine t ~ e c ~  D3"na~Jxa~3r-4gt~ema- 

tion on extinction probabilities on appropriate  spatial 

~acrc2occ, d ~ t  more  ~a~a oa c~thxctioa rates as a fuac- 

ideally for individual species. It may p rove  possible to  
extract this data from incidence functions of  individual 
species. If it can be assumed that individual species were  
at some point  present  in all the islands of  a particular set, 
"tz ma.v'oe ufdxxit to use  a 'dtaot t i t~  m a Y a m u m ~  
estimator to fit a logistic regression to these data (bino- 
mia l - -p resence  or absence)  against a r e s  From that we  
may be able to der ive  est imates o f  e_xtiactioa ra tes  
against area, which can be  used to calculate probabili- 
Y~es o~ cx~ncY~on as a 5zmcYJt)n 05 Yamc~ area, nod bearer  
of fragmentation. Replication of islands with similar ar- 
eas "~s IMe ~lm'ffm 8 5~cxoy "m x~s eobeayoz 

~gurc ~ o m  XJtamoa@ ~ "zY~4, base@ oa Oata ~ o m  
1973) does not yield an incidence function, but  it shows 
so clearly the existence of steep thresholds in the per- 
sistence of populations with island area that it is repro- 
duced here  (Fig. 5). The species are perfectly nested 
J~ax~erson 39~')): eac~ .~pedJeS X~ a'l~e~ o~ a~ ~Oanb.s 
smaller than a critical size and present  on all islands 
larger than that size. For instance, the rat-kangaroo A. 
mJesce'~s anb X33e m o u s e  ~ ~ovae~bo )~aD~e  ~ D -  
peared from all islands and survives only on the Austra- 

nu.~ H. s ap i ens  and a ine  o ther  specie~ s u r ~ v e d  
Tasmania and no other  island. Carnivores are more  sus- 
ceptible xt) habixax ~agrnenxaxion ~ a n  herbivores,  large 
carnivores more  than small carnivores, and habitat spe- 
cialists more  than generalists (Diamond  1984). The 
steep threshold in area requirements  for the different 
species suggests a strong negative effect of  fragmenta- 
tion, which is not  captured by the technique used in the 
present  study. This is perhaps the clearest indication w e  
have of how habitat fragmentation and habitat loss may 
affect natural communities.  

W e  can approximate the probabi~ty  o f  extinct /on for 
different degrees of  habitat fragmentation f rom some 
existing models. The mean t ime to extinction for a sin- 
gle population, assuming a Poisson distribution is Tt = 
1/k. In the stochastic birth-death process  studied by Ga- 
briel and B/irger (1992),  the t ime to extinction is ap- 
proximately geometrically distributed (i t  cannot  be  ex- 
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actly like any standard distribution because the earliest 
t ime at which extinct ion can occur  is after N o t ime 
steps, where  N o is the initial population size). For the 
geometr ic  distribution also, the rate of  extinction can be 
calculated from Tt = 1/k. In the model  studied by Mac- 
Arthur and Wilson (1967) ,  the mean t ime to extinction 
increases approximately exponentially with K the pop- 
ulation ceiling for an insular area. Assuming K scales 
linearly with area, A, w e  get X(A) = cExp[ - b A], where  
c and b are positive constants, which can be inserted 
into equations 3, 5, and 6 to estimate the effect of  frag- 
mentat ion on extinct ion risk. This new model  predicts 
either that fragmentation is always detrimental  or that it 
is beneficial in the short  te rm but  detrimental in the 
long term. Fragmentation usually increases the risk of  
extinction, often drastically, but  there exists a small re- 
gion of parameter  space (very  small values of  b A and c 
t)  where  fragmentation might reduce the probabili ty of  
extinction. The median t ime to extinction also has the 
proper ty  that its derivative wi th  respect  to n can be 
positive for very small values of  b A and small values of  
rL This region may be in biologically unrealistic param- 
eter  space, however,  and may also be  an artifact because 
the earliest a populat ion can go extinct  is after N o t ime 
steps (Burkey 1995a). Unfortunately, we  have no infor- 
marion about  the magnitude of b or  ~ In the vast ma- 
jority of  parameter  space, fragmentation Increases the 
probabili ty of  extinction and decreases the mean and 
median t ime to extinction. 

The ecological li terature contains two phenomeno-  
logical models  of  extinction rates as a function of area. 
Wilcove et al. (1986)  suggests the form 

e 

Area 

Hanski (1991)  proposes  that k = eo E x p [ - b  Area], 
which is identical to the model  derived'above.  Like the 
archipelago data presented here, the model  of Wilcove 
et al. (1986)  predicts  that fragmentation reduces the 
probabili ty of  extinction in the short  term and Increases 
it in the long term. The median t ime to extinction al- 
ways decreases with fragmentation in this model. 

Conclusion 

The procedure  I have presented for estimating the effect 
of  habitat fragmentation on the risk of  species extinction 
makes several assumptions that are clearly violated, and 
much  biology is averaged out. In conjunction with other 
approaches (Burke), 1989, 1993b, 1995a ), however,  my 
results support  the notion that fragmentation acceler- 
ates extinction. As long as fragments are not completely  
isolated f rom each other, dispersal be tween  them can 
alleviate this somewhat---but  perhaps not enough to re- 
move  the negative effect of  fragmentation (see  Burkey 

1989, 1995a¢ Forney & Gilpin 1989). On the o ther  
hand, dispersal be tween  fragments may also have detri- 
mental  effects in fragmented systems, notably by  the 
spread of diseases (see Hess 1994) and by increased 
mortality for dispersing individuals. Complete  isolation 
of nature reserves f rom surrounding habitats and f rom 
each other  must  be  avoided (see  Soul~ et al. 1979; Bur- 
key 1995a), reserves should be  as large as possible, and 
the degree of subdivision should be  minimized. 

Although the assumptions I have made give reason for 
caution against over-interpretation, most  are the same 
assumptions on which much  of the classic theory of 
island biogeography (MacArthur & Wilson 1967) is 
based. In light of  all the other  factors that affect extinc- 
tion rates, including populat ion size, isolation, elevation, 
environmental  stochasticity, and the number  of  species 
present,  it is perhaps remarkable that area explains as 
much  of the variation in extinction rates as it does. The 
effect of  fragmentation must  be  strong indeed to be  de- 
tected by this p rocedure  despite  the many ways in 
which extinction rates on small islands may be under- 
estimated and despite the diversity of  spatial scales rep- 
resented in the dam. Overall, the data sets analyzed here  
yield a strong indictment of  anthropogenic habitat loss 
and fragmentation as a severe threat  to global biodiver- 
sity. Sadly, there are numerous  reasons why my esti- 
mates of how fragmentation accelerates the loss of  spe- 
cies may be conservative. 
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